Glia-induced reversible disruption of blood-brain barrier integrity and neuropathological response of the neurovascular unit.
The blood-brain barrier (BBB) is the regulated interface that mediates selective transcellular transport of nutrients and essential components from the blood into the brain parenchyma. Many neurodegenerative diseases including stroke, multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, and AIDS dementia exhibit loss of BBB integrity. Despite the increasing body of evidence for the involvement of glia in maintaining the BBB, few studies have addressed glial/endothelial/extracellular matrix interactions. A chemically induced astrocyte lesion provides a noninvasive model to study reversible BBB dysfunction in vivo. Blood-brain barrier integrity was assessed with fluorescent dextran tracers (3-70 kDa) and magnetic resonance imaging, in parallel with confocal and electron microscopy imaging of the neurovascular unit. These studies demonstrated modified tight-junction protein expression with loss of vascular integrity. We propose that adherens junction proteins and extracellular matrix remodeling provide a temporary size-selective barrier, whereas astrocyte and microglia activation direct tight-junction proteins to paracellular domains and restore BBB integrity. Morphological comparisons were made with the area postrema, a circumventricular organ with a naturally porous BBB. Further studies into cellular mechanisms of glial/endothelial/extracellular matrix interactions may identify novel glial-based therapeutic targets and innovate therapies for modulating diseases in which gliosis and raised levels of pro-inflammatory mediators are central components.